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At the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Exercises the College gathers to recognize its highest-ranking scholars and to hear speeches by an outstanding student and a highly recognized practitioner in one of the liberal arts disciplines.

The recognition of James Bowdoin Scholars was begun in 1941 to honor those undergraduates who distinguish themselves by excellence in scholarship and to commemorate the Honorable James Bowdoin III (1752–1811), first patron of the College. James Bowdoin III, who asked that the College be named after his father, was an agriculturalist, an art and book collector, and a diplomat who served as Thomas Jefferson’s minister plenipotentiary to Spain from 1804 to 1808.

In 1997, by faculty vote, the College determined that both the commemorative day and the distinction as scholar be changed so as to recognize both Sarah and James Bowdoin. Sarah and James Bowdoin were married from 1780 until his death in 1811. Like her husband, Sarah Bowdoin gave many gifts to the College, including most of the Bowdoin family portraits, which were bequeathed to the College upon her death.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

PROCESSIONAL
Suite BWV 820
Johann Sebastian Bach
George Lopez, piano
Beckwith Artist in Residence

WELCOME
Barry Mills, President of the College

ADDRESS
“Becoming Dr. Q”
Alfredo Quiñones-Hinojosa
Internationally Renowned Neurosurgeon and Neuroscientist,
Professor of Neurosurgery and Oncology,
Director of Pituitary Tumor Center at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine

RECOGNITION OF SCHOLARS
Almon Goodwin Prize
Phi Beta Kappa
Book Awards
Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars

STUDENT ADDRESS
“Delightfully Useless”
Daniel Alexander Palken ’14
SINGING OF THE ALMA MATER*
“Raise Songs to Bowdoin”
Original Lyrics by K. C. M. Sills, Class of 1901
New Lyrics by Anthony Antolini ‘63
Music by C. T. Burnett
Arranged by Thornton W. Allen
George Lopez, piano
Beckwith Artist in Residence

RECESSIONAL
Water Music
George Frideric Handel
George Lopez, piano
Beckwith Artist in Residence

*The audience is asked to stand during the Processional and Recessional
and to stand and join in singing “Raise Songs to Bowdoin.”
The words are on the inside back cover.

Please attend the reception for faculty, students, and families
immediately following the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Exercises
on the plaza in front of Memorial Hall
(rain location: Drake Lobby, Memorial Hall).
ALMON GOODWIN PRIZE
Benjamin Drew Ziomek

PHI BETA KAPPA
From the Class of 2013

Emma MacKinnon Cutler
Joseph Stanley Durgin
Katherine Bevier Kinkel
Sarah Butler Levin
Danica Jade Loucks
Nathan Louis Meyers

Luoqian Peng
Matthew Ross Spring
Asher Mason Stamell
Sheela Phansalkar Turbek
Benjamin Drew Ziomek

BOOK AWARD WINNERS
A book bearing a replica of the early College bookplate that distinguishes the James Bowdoin Collection in the library is presented to every undergraduate who has carried a full course program and has received a grade point average of 4.0 in his or her courses during the last academic year.

Class of 2013

Matthew Sterling Bernstein
Daniel Henry Ertis*

Matthew Ross Spring
Sharif Munther Younes

Class of 2014

Caroline Elizabeth Blake
Monica Ann Bouyea
Hallie Anne Carol
Emily Schrantz Coin
Mollie Sarah Henri Friedlander

Diana Fung Shing Lee
Mark Joseph Richter
Madeleina Sophia Rizzo
Lucy E. L. Walker
Michelle Ivy Wiener*

Class of 2015

Evan Andrew Horwitz
Yabing Liu

Molly Rosenberg MacVeagh

*Two-time Book Award winner.
SARAH AND JAMES BOWDOIN SCHOLARS, 2011–2012

STUDENT MARSHAL
Benjamin Drew Ziomek

CLASS OF 2013

Phoebe Gabrielle Aron
David Joseph Bean
Julia Morris Bender
Matthew Sterling Bernstein
Ketura Corinne Berry
Casey Marie Blossom
Jacob Aaron Blum
Hannah Hutchins Bogardus
Beau Charles Breton
Samantha Clements Burns
Sabine Carrell
Anna Lindsey Chase
Katherine Elizabeth Doble
Rodolfo Edeza
Alexander Christian Edison
Daniel Henry Ertis
Melanie Robyn Gaynes
Jessica Marie Greene
Victoria Toy-Len Guen
Gillian Cecily Osler Hannon
Devin Wheeler Hardy
Melissa West Haskell
Michael Ray Hendrickson
Kurt Patterson Herzog
Terrancia Akirra Holmes
Francis Hogan Joyce
Richard Van Dusen Joyce
Katherine Bevier Kinkel
Linda Esther Kinstler
Andrew Sloane Klegman
Jeremy Peter Lewis
Ruiqi Li
Sarah Yiqiu Liu
Isabel Iselin Low
Stephanie Marie Ludy
Elizabeth Catherine Mamantov
Carolyn Doo Mayer
Benjamin Louis Mende
Deidre Jade Michaud
Nathan Aureleo Miller
Mirosława Nikolaeva Nikołowa
Anna Simone Nussbaum
Charlotte Maitin O’Halloran
Caitlin Elizabeth O’Keefe
Zachary Samuel Ostrup
Luoqian Peng
Tippapha Pisithkul
James John Reidy
Rebecca Jane Rosen
Megan Michelle Samson
Emma Scott
Matthew Ross Spring
Katherine Tian Tian
Parker William Towle
Helen Elizabeth White
Madison Catherine Whitley
Judy Fu Chwen Yang
Sharif Munther Younes
Joshua Bestor Zalinger
Andrew James Zembruski
CLASS OF 2014

Claire Elizabeth Aasen
Cameron David Adams
Kyra Markel Babakian
Caroline Elizabeth Bartlett
Erica Jane Berry
Caroline Elizabeth Blake
Monica Ann Bouyea
Samuel Bernard Burnim
Zachary F. M. Burton
Alex Morgan Butler
John Butterworth III
Hallie Anne Carol
Nicholas Alexander Cast
Catherine Margaret Chang
Adam Michael Childs
Emily Schrantz Coin
Laurel Anne Curtis
Alexander Von Kleydorff Daniels
Peter Jordan Davids
James Wholley Denison IV
Alex Kirk Doering
Graham Harper Edwards
Thomas Casey Ferlito
Isabelle Christine Franks
Mollie Sarah Henri Friedlander
Abigail Tensia Geringer
Haley Heller Gewandter
Jordan Robert Goldberg
Karina Ann Graeter
Christopher James Gravallese
Shannon Rebecca Grimes
Lonnie Michael Hackett
Daniel Conor Hanley
Dylan Theodor Hannes
Mark Joseph Hansen
Katherine Elizabeth Harmon
Jennifer Dabora Helble
Jonathan Avi Held
Soichi Hirokawa
Graham Johnson Hotchkiss
Susanna Davis Howard
Ana Isabel Ibanez
Emma DeGray Johnson
Janki Kaneria
Marcus Mansour Karim
Samuel Neil Karson
Marble Njeri Karuu
Kate Lauretta Kearns
Kiersten Anne King
Samuel Connor King
Imelda Choiling Ko
Ariye Michaela Krassner
Madeline Mae Lamo
Diana Fung Shing Lee
Hyunjoo Lee
Min Sun Lee
Edith Damaris Leehorn
Xiang Li
Stephanie Rose Lynn
Beatriz Malibiran
Megan Gina Massa
Laurel Shailee Mast
Somya Artidiang Mawrie
Brendan William McDermott
Emily Anne McDonald
Kevin Patrick McDonough
Jennifer Louise McMorrow
Kaitlynn Barbara Miller
Claude Patrick Millet
Amanda Nicole Minoff
Marta Misiulaityte
Caroline Peabody Moore
Takahiro Ignacio Nakamura
Helen Elizabeth Newton
Thao Thanh Nguyen
Eliza Zoe Novick-Smith
Ayaka Okawa
Danielle Sarah Orchant
Elizabeth Ann Owens
Daniel Alexander Palken
Lauren Arminta Pashkowsk
Ryan James Peabody
Yimin Peng
Alexander Richard Powers
Sunjay Alexander Priyadarshan
Emily Farrar Quirk
Matthew James Rasmussen
Ellis Marshal Ratner
Victoria Esther Rea-Wilson
Aiden Reis
Mark Joseph Richter
Nathan Darrell Ricke
Molly Atkinson Ridley
Madeena Sophia Rizzo
Peter Lee Rosencrans
Mariessa Corinne Rosenthal
Viola Luolan Rothschild
Mackenzie Gayle Schleicher
Theresa Elise Shirey
Waracharee Srifa
Casey Batten Stewart
Rami Toubia Stucky
Gregory Brown Talpey
John Duncan Taylor
Noam Gregory Sasner Terman
Alexander Jeffrey Tougas
Peter Abbott Tracy
Samuel George Turner
John Robert Visentin
Lucy E. L. Walker
Michael J. L. Walsh
Georgia Claire Whitaker
Michelle Ivy Wiener
Gretchen Righter Williams
Allen Wong Yu
Adam Zhang
Dehao Zheng

CLASS OF 2015

Leigh Alexander Andrews
Hannah Christine Arrighi
Mary Bryan Barkdsdale
Nicholas Henry Benfey
Kelsey Stuart Berger
Dustin Robert Biron
Allen Theodore Brooks
Samantha Paige Caras
Garrett Thomas Casey
Courtney Zin Ming Chuang
Michael David Croteau
Anna Pauline Cumming
Jacob Wallace de Heer Erpelding
Emma Whitney Dickey
Cole David DiRoberto
Justin Anthony Dury-Agri
Samuel Theodore Eley
Elise Nilsen Engquist
Oriana Mai Farnham
Caroline Carmen Ferguson
Jacqueline Marie Fickes
Colleen Elyse Finnerty
Erin A. Fitzpatrick
Duncan Joseph Flynn
Joshua Michael Friedman
Veronica Fyer-Morrel
Thomas Joseph Gawarkiewicz
Jennifer Beth Goetz
Matthew Miles Goodrich
Gabrielle Elise Grandin
Anna Bridget Hall
Rachel Elspeth Haynes
Katharine Elena Herman
Anh Tuan Hoang
Evan Andrew Horwitz
Marnie Katherine Hull
John Daniel Izzo
Michelle Alexandra Johnson
Ian Alexander Kline
Quincy Jennette Koster
Stephanie Glen Lane
Victoria Harrison Lee
Margaret Ruth Lindeman
Yabing Liu
Molly Rosenberg MacVeagh
Amanda Daisy Adam Maisel
Isabelle Anne Markert
Sophia Chrysler Matuszewicz
Michael Robert McQuillan
Sage Ann Mikami
Cordelia Dockray Miller
Andrew Atticus Miller-Smith
Siena Li Mitman
Helen Hardy Mohney
Anna Elizabeth Morton
Benjamin Louis Osher
William David Ossoff
Brandon Lee Ouellette
Christine Marie Parsons
Adriana Dietz Pellegrini
Laura Rockwell Petto
Rachel Nicole Pollinger
Andrew James Pryhuber
Shaoting Qin
Karl Bernard Reinhardt
Theodore David Romney
Lucia Ann Saidenberg
Ujal Vyas Santchurn
Anna Louise Seeler
Leo Joseph Warshaw Shaw
Erin Jeannette Silva
David Thomas Silverman
Christian Antone Sleeper
Kathleen Helen Smith
Jacob Victor Spertus
Gregory Thomas Stasiw
Hannah Lee Sturtevant
John Peter Swords
Elizabeth Szufiita
Eliot Invernizzi Taft
Nathan Joseph Sullivan Torda
Nina Elizabeth Underman
Claudia Villar-Leeman
Varun Spenta Wadia
Holly Allen Wadman
Christine Elisabeth Walder
Camille Elizabeth Wasinger
Lindsay Pearl Welch
Jada Buck Wensman
Avery Nelson Wentworth
Kaylee Shae Wolfe
Min Xing
Jaepil Eric Yoon
SYDNEY B. KAROFSKY PRIZE FOR JUNIOR FACULTY
Michael P. Danahy, Lecturer in Chemistry

GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP AND DEPARTMENTAL PRIZES

**Art History Junior-Year Prize**
Samantha Lee Leahy ’13

This prize, established by a donor who wished to remain anonymous, is given to juniors who have achieved the highest distinction in the major in art history.

**Richard P. Martel Jr. Memorial Prize**
Linda Alvarez ’13

This prize is awarded to those students who, in the judgment of the visual arts faculty, are deemed to have produced the most creative, perceptive, proficient, and visually appealing art works exhibited at the College during the academic year.

**Biology**

**James Malcolm Moulton Prize in Biology**
Francis Hogan Joyce ’13,
Sheela Phansalkar Turbek ’13

This book prize, established in honor of James Malcolm Moulton, is awarded annually to an outstanding junior majoring in biology, as judged by scholarship and interest.

**Chemistry**

**ACS Award in Analytical Chemistry**
Nathan Aureleo Miller ’13

This prize, given by the American Chemical Society, is awarded to a sophomore or junior in recognition of outstanding work in chemistry.

**Hypercube Award**
Basyl Latham Stuyvesant ’13

This award acknowledges promising undergraduates who are going on to research or teaching careers in chemistry.

**Samuel Kamerling Laboratory Award**
Samuel Bernard Burnim ’14

This award is given to one or more students for truly exceptional work in Organic Chemistry 225–226.
Philip Weston Meserve Prize in Chemistry
Van Nhat Tra ’13
This prize recognizes the excellent work of a junior who shows promise for the future.

U.S. Chemical Rubber Company Freshman Award
Yabing Liu ’15
This award is given to first-year students for superior academic work in chemistry.

U.S. Chemical Rubber Company Laboratory Award
Duncan Joseph Flynn ’15, Joshua Michael Friedman ’15
This award is given to first-year students for outstanding quality of laboratory work in chemistry.

CLASSICS

J. B. Sewall Greek Prize
Caitlin Emma Hutchinson Maddox ’14
This prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore class who sustains the best examination in Greek.

J. B. Sewall Latin Prize
Joseph Louis Russo ’14
This prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore class who sustains the best examination in Latin.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Allen B. Tucker Computer Science Research Prize
Harry Adam Kalodner ’14

EARTH AND OCEANOGRAPHIC SCIENCE

Earth and Oceanographic Science Book Award
Delger Erdenesanaa ’15, Rachel Elspeth Haynes ’15, Margaret Ruth Lindeman ’15
This award is given annually to one first- or second-year student from each of the introductory earth and oceanographic science courses for exceptional class performance, including creative contributions to the class project.

ECONOMICS

Paul H. Douglas Prize
Joseph Stanley Durgin ’13, Nathan Louis Meyers ’13, Benjamin Drew Ziomek ’13
This prize recognizes juniors who show outstanding promise in scholarship in economics. The prize is named for Paul H. Douglas of the Class of 1913, a respected labor economist and United States senator.

ENGLISH

Academy of American Poets Prize
Marissa Daisy Alioto ’13
This national prize is awarded by the Academy of American Poets for best poems or groups of poems.

Nathalie Walker Llewellyn Poetry Prize
Katherine Bevier Kinkel ’13
This prize is awarded to the student who submitted the best work of original poetry.

Non-Fiction Prize
Marissa Daisy Alioto ’13
This prize, established in 2008, is awarded for the best work of creative non-fiction.

Poetry Prize
Parker William Towle ’13
This prize is awarded for the best poem written by an undergraduate.
Forbes Rickard Jr. Memorial Poetry Prize
Stephanie Glen Lane ’15
A prize given by a group of alumni of the Bowdoin chapter of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity in memory of Forbes Rickard Jr., Class of 1917, who lost his life in the service of his country, is awarded to the undergraduate writing the best poem.

David Sewall Premium
Elisabeth Alexandra Strayer ’15
This prize is awarded to a member of the first-year class for excellence in English composition.

Bertram Louis Smith Jr. Prize
Katherine Bevier Kinkel ’13
This prize was established by his father in memory of Bertram Louis Smith Jr. of the Class of 1903 to encourage excellence of work in English literature, and is awarded by the department to a member of the junior class who has completed two years’ work in English literature.

GERMAN

Old Broad Bay Prize in Reading German
Peter Jordan Davids ’14,
Emily Jeanne Murray ’14,
Natalja Patricia Rosculet ’14
The Old Broad Bay Prize in Reading German was established by Jasper J. Stahl 1909, Litt.D. 1960, and others as a living memorial to the men and women from the valley of the Rhine who in the eighteenth century founded the first German settlement in Maine at Broad Bay, now Waldoboro. The prize is awarded to students who have profited especially from their instruction in German.

MATHEMATICS

Smyth Mathematical Prize
Samuel George Turner ’14,
Joseph Stanley Durgin ’13
Established by Henry Jewett Furber 1861 in honor of Professor William Smyth, this prize is awarded to the student in the sophomore class who obtains the highest grades in mathematics courses during the first two years. Recipients are selected at the end of their sophomore year and continue to receive the awards as juniors and seniors.

PHYSICS

Edwin Herbert Hall Prize in Physics
Soichi Hirokawa ’14,
Daniel Alexander Palken ’14
The annual income of this fund, named in honor of Edwin Herbert Hall 1875, A.M. 1878, LL.D. 1905, the discoverer of the Hall effect, is awarded each year to the best sophomore scholar in the field of physics.

RELIGION

Edgar Oakes Achorn Prize
Caroline Carmen Ferguson ’15
The income of a fund established by Edgar Oakes Achorn of the Class of 1881 is awarded as a prize for the best essay written by a member of the second- or first-year classes in Religion 101.

Lea Ruth Thumim Biblical Literature Prize
Jacob Aaron Blum ’13

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

Eaton Leith French Prize
Alexandra E. C. Fogarty ’13,
Sarah Kolkhorst Nelson ’14
Established by James M. Fawcett III of the Class of 1958 in honor of Eaton Leith, professor of Romance languages, this prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore or junior class who, by proficiency and scholarship, achieves outstanding results in the study of French literature.

Sophomore Prize in Spanish
Mollie Sarah Henni Friedlander ’14
This prize is awarded each year to the most promising sophomore who has declared a major in Spanish.
RUSSIAN

Russian Scholar Laureate
Zackary Wells Suhr ’14
This award, given by the American Council of Teachers of Russian, recognizes the best qualities of a post-secondary Russian student: an unfailing love for all things Russian; a passion for the language, literature, and culture; a commitment to excellence; and an enthusiasm for knowledge and cultural literacy. Nomination for this national honor is a testament to the high esteem in which the Department of Russian holds the student.

THEATER AND DANCE

George H. Quinby Award
Caroline Carmen Ferguson ’15,
Evan Andrew Horwitz ’15
Established in honor of “Pat” Quinby, for thirty–one years director of dramatics at Bowdoin College, by his former students and friends in Masque and Gown, this award is presented annually to one or more first–year members of Masque and Gown who make outstanding contributions through interest and participation in Masque and Gown productions.

NATIONAL AWARDS

Udall Scholarship (Honorable Mention)
Shannon Rebecca Grimes ’14,
Sheela Phansalkar Turbek ’13

U.S. Department of State Critical Language Scholarship
Sarah Helenka Siwak ’13

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARDS*

Beckman Scholarship
Ketura Corinne Berry ’13
Berkley-Tyre Environmental Fellowship
Matthew Evan Gamache ’13, Michele Bartlett Kaufman ’13, Teresa Jean Withee ’15
James Stacy Coles Summer Research Fellowship in Chemistry and Biochemistry
Marcus Mansour Karim ’14, Mark Myles O’Donnell ’13, Basyl Latham Stuyvesant ’13
James Stacy Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship
Takahiro Ignacio Nakamura ’14
Martha Reed Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship
Maxwell Joseph Brandstadt ’13

Community Matters in Maine Summer Fellowship
Alexandra Alvarez ’13, Caroline Elizabeth Blake ’14, Jae Brian Bradley ’13, Morgan Sarah Browning ’13, Rachel Simone Courtault ’13, Alexandra Isadora Davis ’13, Matthew Saverio Frongillo ’13, Connor Eastabrooks Handy ’13, Grace Rollins Hodge ’13, Emma DeGray Johnson ’14, Brian Heseung Kim ’13, Ariye Michaela Krassner ’14, Bridgett Cecilia McCoy ’15, Emily Kathleen Norton ’14, Chelsea Patricia Shaffer ’14, Jordan Leigh Smith ’14, Jessica Sue Turner ’13

Chester W. Cooke III Student Fellowship
Samuel David Bruce ’13

Henry L. and Grace Doherty Charitable Foundation Coastal Studies Research Award
Gordon Crichton Adams ’14, Jeremy Foster Berke ’14, Anna Lindsey Chase ’13, Margaret Ruth Lindeman ’15, Julia Christine Livermore ’13, Ryan James Peabody ’14
EOS Oceanographic Summer Research Fellowship
Malik McKnight ’15

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship in Coastal/Environmental Studies
Graham Harper Edwards ’14

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship in Computer Science
Jesus Navarro ’13

Gibbons Summer Research Internship
Alexandra Sichel Brown ’13, John Butterworth III ’14, Sether Borden Hanson ’13, Richard Andres Hopkins ’13, Min Sun Lee ’14, Somya Artidiang Mawrie ’14, Alexander Robert Pensavalle ’14, Rachel Nicole Pollinger ’15, Niliezer Delia Vazquez ’14, John Robert Visentin ’14

Global Citizens Grant
Julia Morris Bender ’13, Emma Wells James ’13, Micah Joseph Ludwig ’13, Tasha Ana Sandoval ’13, Lucy E. L. Walker ’14

Robert S. Goodfriend Summer Internship
Emma Caitlin Chow ’15, Melody D. Hahm ’13, Hongbei Li ’14

Peter J. Grua and Mary G. O’Connell Faculty/Student Research Award
Audrey Danze Blood ’13, Kailana Emery Durnan ’13, Danica Jade Loucks ’13

Hughes Family Summer Research Fellowship
Daniel Robert Dickstein ’13, Christopher Evan Jayne ’13

Howard Hughes Medical Institute Summer Fellowship
Emery Clayton Ahoua ’14, Muska Anwar ’14, Patrick Kenmure Breen ’13, Adam Michael Childs ’14, Evelyn Sarah Dickinson ’14, Alexandra E. C. Fogarty ’13, Laura Jane Keller ’15, Phuong Dinh Lam Mac ’14, Alana Blaine Menendez ’15, Christine Marie Parsons ’15, Tipppapha Pisithkul ’13, Noah James Pyles ’13, Emily Clark Simonton ’15, Raksa Chet Son ’13, Waracharee Srifa ’14, Jennifer Elaine Stauffer ’14, Caitlin Joyce Stratton ’13, Alana Suzanne Weinstein ’15

IDeA Network of Biomedical Research Excellence (INBRE) Summer Fellowship
Amanda Jane Blick ’13, Benjamin Paul Fiorillo ’14, Zachary Daniel Banks Fox ’13, Sarah Yiqiu Liu ’13, Olivia Claire MacKenzie ’13, Beatriz Malibiran ’14, Patrick Michael Martin ’13, Jeffrey Chi Wing Yu ’14, Aubrey Elizabeth Zott ’14

Kaufmann Family Fellowship
Katherine Britt Ashby ’13

Kent Island Summer Fellowship
Elizabeth Carol Brown ’15, Monica Kiran Das ’14, William Maurice Montag ’13, Cailey Marie Oehler ’15, David Benjamin Raskin ’13, Sheela Phansalkar Turbek ’13, Claudia Villar-Leeman ’15, Kasey Margit Villeneuve ’14

Kibbe Science Fellowship
Julia Russell Gomez ’15, Daniel Forbes Lesser ’14, Xiang Li ’14, Peter Henry Nauffts ’15, Matthew James Rasmussen ’14, Nathan Darrell Ricke ’14

Richard B. ’62 and Sabra Ladd Government Internship
Allen Wong Yu ’14

Edward E. Langbein Summer Fellowship
Aleph Cervo ’14

Latin American Studies Research Grant
Hannah Nadezhda Lorastein ’13
Littlefield Summer Fellowship
David Joseph Bean '13, Peter Abbott Tracy '14

Logan Environmental Fellowship
Walter Ernest Wuthmann '14

Clare Boothe Luce Research Fellowship
Phoebe Gabrielle Aron '13, Emma MacKinnon Cutler '13, Elizabeth Catherine Mamantov '13, Danielle Rae McAvoy '13, Molly Atkinson Ridley '14, Helen Elizabeth White '13

Maine Space Grant Consortium Fellowship
Hanna Kristine Flaten '13, Brian Wood Jacobel '14, Kassey Lynn Matoin '13, Samuel Nathan Forest Seekins '14, Renee Marie Symonds '13

Maine Space Grant Consortium/Women in the Physical Sciences Research Fellowship
Karina Ann Graeter '14, Melissa West Haskell '13

McKee Photography Grant
James Lee Boeding '14, Zara Simons Bowden '13

Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship
Emily Schrantz Coin '14, Rodolfo Edeza '13, Uchechi Nkeiruka Esonu '13, Terrania Akirra Holmes '13, Marble Njeri Karuu '14, Hannah Nadezhda Lorastein '13, RaiNesha L. Miller '13, Isabelle Rodriguez '14, Sarah Helenka Siwak '13, Filiberto Vargas Jr. '14

Nikuradse-Matthews Summer Public Interest Fellowship
Faith Chepng’etich Biegon '14

Nyhus Travel Grant
Tshifhiwa Ndou '13, Molly Campbell Porcher '13, Tasha Ana Sandoval '13

Paller Research Fellowship
Isabel Iselin Low '13

Ellen M. and Herbert M. Patterson Research Fellowship
Amanda Nicole Minoff '14

Preston Public Interest Career Fund Summer Fellowship
Monica Ann Bouyeva ‘14, Jessica Sara Caron ‘13, Eduardo Enrique Castro II ’14, Kuangji Chen ’15, Charles Mackey Cubeta ’13, Rodolfo Edeza ’13, Lonnie Michael Hackett ’14, Kayte Lynn Holtz ’13, Samuel Connor King ’14, Diana Fung Shing Lee ’14, Gabrielle Perou Lubin ’14, Amar J. Patel ’13, Aiden Reis ’14, Katherine Sarah Ross ’14, Stanford Thomas Spurlock ’14, Emily Carron Weinberger ’15, Michelle Ivy Wiener ’14, Kevin Wu ’14

Psi Upsilon Environmental Justice Fellowship
Laurel Diane Varnell ’14

Psi Upsilon Sustainability Fellowship
Kurt Patterson Herzog ’13

Riley Fellowship
Samantha Bonnel ’14, Chelsea Marie Gross ’13, Grace Blau Klein ’13, Kelsey Meegan Linnell ’14, Sian Michelle Riebe ’14

Rusack Coastal Studies Fellowship
David Allen Dietz ’14, Rachel Elspeth Haynes ’15, Christopher Ho Chung Kan ’13, Kate Lauretta Kearns ’14

A. Raymond Rutan IV Scholarship Award for Summer Study in Theater
Phui Yi Kong ’15

Scholarship for Summer Study in Dance
Phui Yi Kong ’15
EXTRACURRICULAR AWARDS

**Henni Friedlander Student Prize**
Macy Galvan ’13

**Maine Campus Compact Heart and Soul Award**
Mariya Ilyas ’13

**Maine Campus Compact PILLAR Award**
Amar J. Patel ’13

**Bowdoin Orient Prize**
Garrett Thomas Casey ’15, Brian Wood Jacobel ’14, Samuel Jason Weyrauch ’14, Katharine McGrath Witteman ’15

**Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup**
Amar J. Patel ’13

---

*As of May 22, 2012*
ATHLETIC AWARDS

Outstanding First-Year Female Student Athlete
Erin Jeannette Silva '15

Outstanding First-Year Male Student Athlete
Samuel Brewster White '15

BASKETBALL

Women’s Basketball Most Improved Award
Alessandra Renee Piscina '14

FOOTBALL

Wallace C. Philoon Football Trophy
James Edward Honan III '13

ICE HOCKEY

John E. “Jack” Page Ice Hockey Coaches Award
Connor Joseph Shannon '13

Harry G. Shulman Hockey Trophy
Nicholas Patrick Wetzel '14

Women’s Ice Hockey Founder’s Award
Kayte Lynn Holtz '13

NORDIC SKIING

Polar Bear Award for Best Female Skier
Kaitlynn Barbara Miller '14

RUGBY (WOMEN’S)

Charlie Hews Spirit Award
Uchechi Nkeiruka Esonu '13

Barry Honan Spirit Award
Kerry Sophia Kennedy Townsend '13

Most Improved Player
Back: Anita Louise Shah '14;
Forward: Althea Rose Cavanaugh '13

Most Valuable Player
Forward: Danielle Rae McAvoy '13

Outstanding First-Year Player
Back: Randi Elizabeth London '15;
Forward: Brooke Nneka Nnatubeugo '14

SOCCER

George Levine Memorial Soccer Trophy
Benjamin Kazanjian Brewster '14

Christian P. Potholm II Soccer Award
Molly Popolizio '14

SQUASH

Reid Squash Trophy
Michaela Roberta Martin '14,
Andrew Phillips Ward '15

Most Valuable Player Award
Christiana Prescott Whitcomb '14

Spirit Award
Demetra Brooke Angelakis '15,
Christiana Prescott Whitcomb '14

VOLLEYBALL (WOMEN’S)

Coach’s Award
Melissa West Haskell '13

Defensive Player of the Year
Taylor Austin Vail '14

Offensive Player of the Year
Sophia Chrystel Cornew '14

Most Improved Player
Victoria Elizabeth Edelman '13
RAISE SONGS TO BOWDOIN

*Original Lyrics by K. C. M. Sills, Class of 1901*
*New Lyrics by Anthony Antolini ’63*
*Music by C. T. Burnett*
*Arranged by Thornton W. Allen*

Raise songs to Bowdoin, praise her fame,
And sound abroad her glorious name;
To Bowdoin, Bowdoin lift your song,
And may the music echo long
O’er whispering pines and campus fair
With sturdy might filling the air.
Bowdoin, from birth, our nurturer and friend
To thee we pledge our love again, again.

While now amid thy halls we stay
And breathe thy spirit day by day,
Oh may we thus full worthy be
To march in that proud company
Of poets, leaders and each one
Who brings thee fame by deeds well done.
Bowdoin, from birth, our nurturer and friend
To thee we pledge our love again, again.